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Glossary of Terms
Almost all the technical terms used here are widely used within the digital font production industry: only "BCP distance ratio" and "splaying" are not in common use.

Adobe Type Manager™ (ATM) A system-level utility from Adobe, available for Macintosh and
Windows computers. ATM scales PostScript outline fonts for
display on screen, and for output on both PostScript and nonPostScript printers.

Ascender, ascender height .... That part of a lower-case glyph which rises noticeably above the
x-height, as in the glyphs 1-b-d as opposed to a-c-n-x. Most ascenders rise to a common height relative to the baseline ("ascender height"), often the same or slightly more than the cap
height.
Baseline . . .. . ... .. .... . . .. The imaginary line upon which most glyphs appear to rest, as for
the glyphs h-a-m-b-H-A-M-B-1-2, at the zero coordinate in the
y dimension. Compare x-height, ascender, cap height, descender.

Bezier Curve .. . . .... ... .... A mathematical term for the type of cubic spline function which
is used to describe curves in the PostScript language; all PostScript
font outlines are described with such curves.

Bezier Control Point (BCP) ... An off-curve point associated with a specific on-curve point, that
controls the shape of the Bezier curve between two on-curve
points.

BCP Distance Ratio . .. ...... The ratio of the distances between an on-curve point and each
of its associated Bezier control points. Maintaining this ratio as a
constant for a given point between two master fonts can help
avoid certain problems in interpolation.

Bitmap . . . ................ A digital representation of an image, composed of dots which
are either on or off (one-bit), of varying shades of grey (greyscale), or of varying colors/shades.

Bowl ..... . ... . ..... . ... .. The round feature of glyphs such as b-p-q-d.
Cap height ....... . ...... .. The height of capital glyphs in a font, ignoring adjustments for
rounded tops and sharp vertices. Usually the H-B-U-R-E-F-T are
among the glyphs that go exactly to the cap height.

Collinear .................. A term from geometry, meaning three or more points that are
all on the same line (two points always make a straight line) .

Contrast . . . . . . . . .......... The degree of difference between the thick and thin stems of a
font. For example, Bodoni has high contrast, Minion has moderate contrast, and Helvetica has very low contrast.

Counter ................... An interior open space in a letter form, either partly or entirely
enclosed, as in: C-P-m-o.

.

Descender, descent .. . . . . . ... That part of a lower-case glyph which descends noticeably below the baseline, as in the glyphs g-j-p-q. Most descenders fall
to a common level, called the descent.
Design Axis ................ A one-dimensional range of possible font variations created by
two master designs, one at each extreme. Typical design axes are
weight, width, and optical size.
Design Coordinate .. . . . . .. .. "1) The final numerical value assigned to the extreme of each design axis, representing the dynamic range; 2) a numerical value
within the dynamic range identifying the position of a specific
instance along the design axis. Design coordinates fall within a
total range of 1-9999."-Adobe Technical Document 5091
Design Space ............ . . . For Multiple Master fonts, an imaginary space which determines
what instances may be generated. The space has one to four dimensions, forming a line, square, cube, or hypercube, defined by
a master font at each corner.
Dynamic Range ............ The relative amount of variance a multiple master has on a given
axis: a weight axis that goes from book to bold has less dynamic
range than one that goes from extra-light to ultra-black. Weight
and width dynamic ranges can be expressed by named labels, or
in numeric design coordinates; these latter are assigned to the
master fonts by the designer, and where possible should be
matched to the arbitrary values assigned to Adobe's own multiple master fonts . Dynamic ranges for optical size are normally
in terms of the intended design size, expressed in points.
Em-square .. ......... . ... . In digital font construction (unlike wider usage), the em-square
is "a region of design space which is equal to the square of the
point size. The size of the em-square is measured in F-units. The
number of F-units per em-square determines the resolution of
the em-square, or how many possible design coordinates can
exist within the square .. This resolution can vart from font to
font, since the scaling of all digital type is based on the Em,"
which is always equal to the point size. Note that the baseline is
not the bottom of the em-square; and glyph representations may
exceed the boundaries of the em-square. (Definition courtesy
Tom Rickner)
Extreme, extrema ... ..... . .. Point(s) at which an outline changes direction relative to the x
or y axis; local or global minima or maxima in x or y. Proper PostScript font construction should have points at extrema.
F-unit ... . ...... ... .. . . . .. Font unit-the unit of the font design space; because outline
fonts are arbitrarily scaleable, it is independent of any real measurement system. PostScript fonts are typically based on an emsquare of 1000 F-units.
·X·

Flex . . ... . . .. .. .. . . . . ..... A special type of hint designed to deal with cases of a very subtle
flaring in a stem, or the cupping of a serif
Font . . ... ... ... .. . ... ... . . A single collection of metrics and outline glyph data, which may
be rasterized at any arbitrary size. (There are many alternative
definitions of"font;' particularly for earlier technologies, but this
one is appropriate for this thesis project.) Compare Multiple
Master.
Font Creator™ ............. An Adobe utility for the Macintosh which generates additional
instances of multiple master fonts. Font Creator can be accessed
from within Adobe Type Manager and some desktop publishing
programs. The equivalent capability is built into Adobe Type
Manager 3.0 and higher for Windows, making a separate utility
unnecessary.
FontLab™ ... . .... . ... ... .. A font editing program for Windows, designed by SoftUnion
(Russia), and distributed by Pyrus North America. The new version 3.0 will be capable of producing multiple master fonts. Also
notable for supporting hint replacement.
Fontographer™ . .. . .... .... A font editing program available for Macintosh and Windows,
from Macro media (formerly from Altsys). The most popular font
editing program; capable of producing multiple master fonts.
Glyph .. . . . ....... .. . ..... "A recognizable abstract graphic symbol which is independent
of any specific design"-IS0-9541. See glyph representation.
Glyph representation ... ... . . According to the IS0-9541 definition, one or more outlines forming a single representation of a given glyph. For example, Adobe
Poetica has a large collection of different ampersands (&),which
are all distinct glyph representations of a single glyph. Common
usage in font production often uses "glyph" to mean "glyph representation;' but this thesis attempts to follow the ISO definition.
Hint ............ . .. .. ... . In PostScript, additional information encoded either at the level
of the entire font, or the individual glyph, which helps create
consistency in repetitive glyph features, and preserves the integrity of individual glyph shapes at varying sizes and resolutions.
Hint Replacement ..... . ... . The PostScript technique required to have two hints which overlap in either the X or Y dimension; presently only supported by
FontLab ™ among retail font construction tools.
Instance .. . . .. . ... ... . .... . The instantiation of a font at a specific design coordinate within
a multiple master design space, interpolated between the master
fonts. "Minion Italic MM" is a multiple master font, and "Minion Italic MM 410 width, 34 optical size, 372 weight" is an instance. Multiple master fonts generally come with pre-defined
instances, called primary fonts. Some programs are capable of
creating additional instances on the fly, but some require that all
desired instances be created in advance.

Interpolation . , ... . . . ...... The calculation of an intermediate value at a specified relative
distance between two known values; the creation of an intermediate font, glyph, or shape by an interpolation process between
two master fonts.

Italic . .. . ................. A font which is not only slanted, but also has a change in form
and serifstructure relative to a roman font (compare oblique)
Kerning Pair ..... ...... . ... An adjustment to the spacing between a specified pair of glyphs,
stored in the font data. Most commercial-quality fonts have 1001000

kerning pairs defined.

Kinking ... . ..... . ... . . . ... A side effect that can occur in interpolation between master designs, in which both masters have a smooth curve or line, but the
interpolated intermediate steps show an undesired bend.

Linear Interpolation ....... . . See interpolation.
Master font, master design .. . . A complete PostScript Type 1 font which is embedded to act as
one corner of the design space within a Multiple Master font. It
need not be a primary font, although it often is.
Metrics . .. ............... . Measurement information about an individual glyph (local metrics), or an entire font (global metrics), in addition to the actual
outline data. Metrics include advance widths (glyph representation width plus sidebearings), kerning pairs, cap height, x-height,
ascender height, descender height, and font-wide standard thicknesses for parts of glyph representations.
Multiple Master (MM) ... ... An extension of the Adobe Type 1 Postscript font format, which
allows separate Postscript Type 1 fonts (masters) to be encoded
as opposing ends of one or more design axes. Afterwards, any inbetween state may be generated by the user as needed. Thus, an
MM font could have a "weight" axis which has an ultra-light
master and an extra-black master, allowing any conceivable
variation in between. Almost any design extremes can theoretically be used as master designs within an MM font, as long as
their Bezier control points can be matched up to allow interpolation. At the time of the thesis, only Fontographer could create
MM fonts.

Oblique . .... . .. .. . .... . ... A mechanically or mathematically slanted version of a roman or
upright font, lacking any other form change (compare italic).
Oldstyle . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . A serifed typeface based on the general style of Roman letterforms which predominated from 1470 to at least 1700. The main
characteristics shared by oldstyle typefaces are low contrast with
diagonal stress, and "bracketed" serifs (serifs with a rounded join
to the stem of the glyph).

Off-curve point ..... . ....... A Bezier Control Point. See also Bezier curve.

· xii·

On-curve point .. ... . . . . . ... A defining point on the Bezier curve outline that defines the shape
of a glyph representation. See also Bezier Control Point.
Optical size . .. ...... . . . .. .. Refers to adjustments made to a font design to improve its appearance when it is scaled to a larger or .smaller point size. For
larger optical sizes, these adjustments commonly include thinner serifs, more contrast, smaller x-height, tighter glyph spacing
and generally finer features. The reverse is true for smaller optical sizes.

Outline ... ... .. . .. .. .. .. . . A mathematical/geometric glyph representation, or portion of
one, which may be scaled to any desired size. The outline uses
points to describe the shape of a glyph representation, as opposed
to specific on/ off pixels (compare bitmap).

Painter . . ... ... ... .... . ... A bitmap-editing and creation program from Fractal Design,
which mimics physical tools and media (oils, watercolor, chalk,
charcoal, different surfaces, etc.).

Point . . . . ... ...... ... . . ... A measurement unit. North American electronic publishing uses
points equal to exactly 1/72 of an inch.

PostScript . . . . ..... . ....... A page description programming language created by Adobe,
which describes the nature and positions of text and graphics in
a device-independent format, allowing pages to be viewed or
printed on various output devices of varying resolutions. The
most common font format for PostScript is Type 1.

Primary font . . . ....... .. ... A pre-defined instance specified for a multiple master font by the
designer. Primary fonts are ready to use when the font is first installed. A primary font may be a master font or an interpolation.

Raster Image Processor (RIP) . A hardware device (usually) which rasterizes outlines. More recently, this function is put in software for imaging characters to
the screen (ATM, TrueType), and sometimes for outputting them
to printers as well.

Rasterize ............. . .. . . The necessary process of taking an outline and converting it to a
bitmap in order to reproduce it on a device that functions in
pixels, such as a computer monitor, printer or imagesetter.

Roman ...... .. . . .. . . . .. . . Commonly used to mean both of the following definitions at
once: ( 1) A description of posture, referring to an upright font
(not slanted); (2) a description of form, referring to a serifed font
based upon the letterforms of Roman capitals. This text is roman. Compare italic.

Rounding . ............. . .. The process of adjusting an outline to fit a grid of pixels, which
is part of the rasterizingprocess.
Sans Serif . . . . . .. . ......... A font without serifs. Examples include Helvetica, Arial, Avant
Garde and Futura. (serif: AaBbFf; sans serif: AaBbFf)

· Xlll ·

ScanFont™ . .. ... .. .. . . .. . . A utility for Windows, designed by SoftUnion (Russia), and distributed by Pyrus North America. It takes in bitmap data from
scanned fonts, and converts the bitmaps into separated digital
character outlines to be further cleaned and edited in FontLab .
Notable for its degree of automation.

.

Serif . ... . .. .. . . . .. . .. . ... . A finishing stroke on a letter, not required for the identification
of the glyph; distinct from a stroke. Examples of fonts with serifs include Times, Palatino, Centaur, and Courier. (serif: AaBbFf;
sans serif: AaBbFf)

Splayed .... .. . ... . .. . . . . . . The condition of two features which are commonly parallel being in divergence.

Stem ..... . ............... ( 1) In general typography, a major vertical stroke in a glyph representation, defined by two straight line segments in an outline:
a typical "B" has one stem, and an ''.N.' has none. (2) In hinting,
the word is also used to indicate almost any distance across a solid
portion of a glyph representation that one would desire to control: an "O" would then have four stems instead of none. For both
definitions in one work, see Karow's Digital Typefaces (1994).
This thesis generally avoids the term, or uses it in the more narrow first definition.

Stroke .... . ............ . . . A major line in a glyph representation: an "X" has two diagonal
strokes, and an ''.N.' has three strokes.
Stress .... . . . .............. (1) The contrast of a font; (2) the angle at which that contrast
occurs. One means of looking at the angle of stress is to examine where the thinnest parts of the capital "O" fall, and take the
line drawn between them as the angle of stress (usually from the
top or top left to the bottom or bottom right). Bodoni has vertical stress, while Minion has diagonal stress.

Swash ..... .. . . ........ . .. A letter with extra flourishes, often occupying a larger space than
a non-swash equivalent. Swash letters are usually italic, and usually capitals, although sometimes a few lower-case swash letters
are to be found in an alternate set (examples: Poetica, Adobe Jenson, Adobe Garamond). Compare the following swash and regular italic capitals from Minion: .7l 'B C <J) c 'F A B CD E F

TrueType . ........ . . . . . .. .. An alternative font format, developed by Apple (and further
enhanced by Microsoft) to break the monopoly held by Adobe
with its then-proprietary PostScript Type 1 format. The system
font for both Macintosh and Windows are TrueType fonts. This
topic is covered at length in the author's article, "TrueType vs.
PostScript: What's the Difference?"

Type 1 . . .............. .. . . The main type of PostScriptfont, in which glyph representations
are formed by outlines described by Bezier curves. A Type 1 font
also contains metrics and hinting information.
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Type 3 .................... A mostly-obsolete form of PostScript font, which could handle
any PostScript graphics operation, including shading and gradients, unlike Type 1 fonts. Adobe Type Manager does not support Type 3 fonts, so they are practically extinct.
Weight ............ . ... . ... ( 1) The thickness of a stroke; (2) the characterization of the average thickness of strokes in a font as an attribute of the font,
usually with nominal labels such as "book;'"semi-bold;'"bold;'
or "black." In the latter meaning, also used as a common design
axis in multiple master fonts.
Width . ................ . .. In addition to the usual meanings, can refer to a change in the
glyph widths of a font relative to related fonts or some theoretical norm; Univers Ultra Condensed is narrower than Univers Condensed,
which is narrower than Un ivers, which is narrower than
Univers Extended. Commonly used as a design axis in
multiple master fonts.
X-height .................. The average height (or "mean height") above the baseline for
typical lower-case glyph representations in a font, such as: u v w
x y z. Rounded features will rise slightly over the x-height: q er
op as g c n m. Some lower-case glyphs are typically much higher:
see ascender.
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Abstract
The hypothesis was that it is possible to create a unique PostScript Multiple Master font which
makes a relatively smooth transition between serifed roman and italic letterforms. In the process of creating such a font, the author discovered new principles of Multiple Master font construction and new methodologies for ensuring smooth transitions.
The methodology was to first construct a prototype, in order to explore the complications of
such a project; the prototype metamorphosed between the roman and italic forms of the Adobe
typeface Minion. For the actual project, roman and italic extremes were newly designed, loosely
based on historical models dating from around 1540.
The initial models for these fonts were found in a 16th century French edition of Livy's His-

tory of Rome, published by the Giunti family, from the Melbert B. Cary, Jr. Graphic Arts Collection. The models were scanned, and the digital bitmaps used as the starting point for the digital
masters. Creation of the font involved a variety of software tools, on both Macintosh and Windows, notably Macromedia Fontographer.
The written thesis project explores the technical and design problems and solutions uncovered in creation of both the prototype and the thesis project, and explaining how these add to
the theory and principles of Multiple Master font construction. The thesis also: reviews the relationship between italic and roman typefaces; analyzes the success of the intermediate fonts between italic and roman; and displays printed samples of various steps in the design process, as
well as the two final masters and three intermediate fonts at various levels of italicization.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Problem Statement
Problem: to design a PostScript multiple master font which will demonstrate that, with careful
design, it is possible to successfully interpolate between serifed roman and true italic letterforms,
creating relatively smooth and clearly recognizable intermediate fonts.
"Adding style-blending to other multiple-master generated ranges produces the widest possible variety within a single package. At the time of writing this is relatively unexplored territory."-Michael Harvey, typeface designer and lettering artist (1996, 151)

Historical Background & Significance
The first printed italic was created circa 1501 by the punchcutter Francesco Griffo at the behest
of Aldus Manutius, the famed Venetian printer. The letterforms were based on the chancery cursive style used for informal communiques by the papal chancery in the late 15th century. This
typeface was initially used as a completely separate typeface, rather than being paired with a
roman (upright) face for emphasis or effect as italics are today. Indeed, for decades entire books
were printed in this form.
Soon italics were used in the same books as romans, for notes and separate sections. By the
mid-sixteenth century they were sometimes used for emphasis within the same line as roman
text. This led to the development of italics that were intended for use with, and subsidiary to the
design of roman typefaces. This trend began with Garamond and Granjon in the mid-16th century, and continued with Jannon in the 171:h century. 1

According to Robert Bringhurst2, the italic that is completely based on a roman font seems to
emerge with Fournier and Bodoni (around 1740 and 1780, respectively). By 1926, this relationship was sufficiently entrenched that famed typographer Stanley Morison's article "Towards an
Ideal Italic" in The Fleuron 5 "seemed at the time a revelation of truth, and was taken seriously"
(Tracy, 109). Morison's article suggested that having any structural differentiation between italic
and roman distracts from the roman text, and that the only necessary feature of an italic is that
it be sloped: 3 "a sloped type, sufficiently inclined to be differentiated from the primary type, yet
following its design as closely as possible" (Morison, quoted in van Krimpen, 53).
This idea was not completely original. Since Linn Boyd Benton's invention of the pantographic
engraver around 1885, it had been possible to easily mechanically slope a roman, and Benton,
Waldo & Company had done just that in the mid-188os. In a similar vein, sans serif italics are
generally simply sloped versions of their upright counterparts. But it took Morison's backing
for this . .. interesting . . . suggestion to be applied to many serifed roman faces.
The idea was briefly experimented with by designers in varying degrees, mostly in the 1930s.
The intrepid few included W.A. Dwiggins (Electra), Eric Gill (Perpetua, Joanna), and Jan van
Krimpen (Romulus). However, the concept rapidly fell into disfavor with those who tried it, and
few did even that. Van Krimpen later wrote that he and Morison "both found that we had been
mistaken" (van Krimpen, 53). 4
Thus typographers have become convinced that although slope is important to italics, the
defining characteristic of a serifed italic is not slope or angle (which may be anywhere from 2 to
25 degrees), but rather the change of form relative to the serif roman face. The serifs are usually
only on one side of a given stroke, and angled, as if formed by a pen leading in from the left, and

leading out to the right. The overall structural difference is greatest for oldstyle italics, because
their origins are independent of the roman, rather than as an adaptation of the roman.
There have been previous typefaces which were deliberately designed as semi-italic faces, Carol
Twombly's Mirarae being the best-known. But these are entirely different from a typeface which
creates a semi-italic by means of a direct interpolation between roman and italic.
The significance of all this is that it is not a minor or trivial modification to turn a roman
into an italic. There is fundamental change of form involved. How, and to what degree, this change
of form can be embodied as a metamorphosis within the strictures of a single digital fontspecifically a Postscript multiple master font-is the raison d'etre of this thesis.

Reasons for Interest
The author has several reasons for his interest in the topic. The primary focus is the technical
challenge, a desire to push the envelope of the possibilities and the constraints of fundamental
form change in a multiple master typeface. This area has been little explored, with almost no
significant explication; at the time of writing, this thesis is the most significant work in the area.
There are numerous secondary benefits as far as the author's interest is concerned: the desire
to create a new and unique range of letterforms; an opportunity to examine more closely the
roman and italic letterforms of the first half of the sixteenth century; and the possibility of later
adapting this work into one or more full digital fonts of resthetic or commercial value-a more
refined multiple master face and/or separate roman and italic faces based on the same models.
It is possible, and even likely, that some typographic purists will be dismayed at the results
and even the very concept of this new union between roman and italic. The author offers no defense of the resthetics of this exercise. In the words of Frederic Goudy, "I have no illusions about

my own work. I make no claims for its goodness-only assert that from the first is has been the
simple, conscientious labor of one interested in the history and development ~fletter forms ... "
(Goudy, 70).

ENDNOTES FOR CHAPTER I

1. Numerous sources support this; e.g. "Italic type was not cut until 1500, and when it did finally

appear, in the Virgil of Aldus printed in 1501, it was used as a type completely independent of
roman. It was not until the 1540s in France that italic was cut in a form that was complementary
to the roman, and a good deal later before the two styles became, as they are today, inseparable."Alexander S. Lawson, Anatomy of a Typeface (Boston, MA: David R. Godine, Publisher, 1990),
60 .
2. Robert Bringhurst. Elements of Typographic Style (Vancouver, Canada: Hartley & Marks, Pub-

lishers, 1992), 51-57.
3. c.f. Walter Tracy, Letters of Credit (Boston, MA: David R. Godine, Publisher, 1986), 109.
4. The whole issue of the sloped roman for italic as used with Romulus, and the recanting of the
concept, is discussed at some length, albeit sometimes obliquely, in Jan van Krimpen, On Designing and Devising Type (New York, NY: The Typophiles, 1957), 51-56. See also Allan Haley
Typographic Milestones,. 113-114, and Walter Tracy, Letters ofCredit (Boston, MA: David R. Godine,
Publisher, 1986), 109-113, 120.
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II.

BACKGROUND THEORY

Technology of PostScript Font Creation
Although a detailed and thorough discussion of digital type design theory as a whole is beyond
the scope of this thesis project, essentials are necessary for later reference. Certain aspects of it
warrant particular discussion, because of problems which relate to them in regards to multiple
master fonts in general, and this thesis project in particular. 1

OUTLINE DEFINED BY POINTS

The Postscript font format is an outline format. This representation is resolution independent,
meaning that outlines, by their very nature, can be scaled to any arbitrary size. Depending on
the particular program being used and the operating system it's run under, there may be upper
and lower limits to the size the font can be scaled to, but few users will ever encounter these limits.
Being an "outline font" means that PostScript describes letter shapes ("glyph representations")
by means of points, which define the paramEnd point

eters of lines and curves. "On-curve" points

I

define straight lines, and serve as anchor
-

Start point

points that curves touch, while "off-curve"
points combine with the on-curve points to
define the shape of a given curve. Because
Line element

Postscript uses a type of cubic mathematics
called Bezier curves, these off-curve points are
referred to as Bezier control points, or BCPs.

Figure 1: On- and off-curve points forming a
glyph representation outline (from Adobe
document 5091)
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The on-curve points are in a specific order, with a start and an end point-a fact of little
significance for the time being, but important to multiple master construction.

BASIC POSTSCRIPT POINT PLACEMENT

There are a number of"rules" of Postscript point placement. Failure to follow these guidelines
results in fonts which at best take longer to rasterize, and at worst image poorly or even crash
the rasterizer, whether it is Adobe Type Manager or a stand-alone printer.
One element of"proper" PostScript font design is the idea that the most extreme parts ("extrema") of a glyph representation outline, in the x and y directions, should be anchored by oncurve points. Additionally, any time a curve changes direction relative to the x or y axes, there
should be another on-curve point at the new extreme.
Points at extrema are key to correct imposition and interpretation of hints, and
the PostScript rasterizer deals with the
curves more readily when they do not arc

ITO
Figure 2: Points at extrema, parallel to axes
(from Adobe document 5091)

more than 90° between on-curve points.
For any point on a curve rather than a straight line, if a smooth curve is desired, the pair of
BCPs attached to that point should form a straight line, or else the curve will have a kink. If the
on-curve point is intended to be at an x or y extreme, the three collinear points must be parallel
to the x or y axis, or else part of the curve will bulge past the desired extreme point where the
BCP sticks out further than the on-curve point associated with it. When combined with hinting, this guideline also helps ensure that mild curves do not have single-pixel bulges or similar
anomalies.

CONSTRUCTING OUTLINES WITH MINIMUM POINTS

Economizing on points is normally another key feature of quality PostScript font design. Within
the strictures of having points at extrema, control points parallel to axes when appropriate, and
maintaining fidelity to the desired shape, there should be no more points than necessary. Additional points slow rasterizing time, and in extreme situations can make the resultant PostScript
code too complex for some raster image processors (RIPs) to handle.
However, in a multiple master typeface,

0

0

n

n

the need to have the points match between
the two masters can sometimes require additional points which would otherwise be

lccmmerded

-

iec:omrrendtd

extraneous. The thesis prototype makes it
clear that for the radical form change in-

Figure 3: Using minimum needed points in a glyph
representation

volved in this project, more points will often have to be added to both master glyph representations for a given character, to make them
compatible-see below.

Multiple Master Typefaces
The Multiple Master (MM) format is an extension, introduced in 1990, of the Adobe Type 1
PostScript font format. Essentially, it allows separate PostScript Type 1 fonts (masters) to be
encoded as opposing ends of a single design axis. Afterwards, any in-between state may be generated by the user on need. Thus, an MM font could have a "weight" axis which has an ultralight master and an extra-black master, allowing any conceivable variation in between. And this
is only one possibility; almost any two design extremes could theoretically be used as master
designs within an MM font, as long as the Bezier control points in each glyph representation
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Figure 4. Design axes and design spaces
for multiple master fonts
(from Adobe document 5091 )
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can be matched up to allow interpolation.
Multiple axes are also possible, but each additional axis doubles the number of master fonts
I
1

that must be created, because each possible extreme must be a separately designed master. Imagine
a dimensional space, with each corner requiring a master. Thus a three-axis MM has a cube-like
design space, requiring eight master fonts. Note that similar capabilities exist in TrueType GX. 2
A recent addition to the Multiple Master specification is the concept of an intermediate design in the middle of the design space, giving added control over the shapes of intermediate letterforms. At the time of this thesis, there are no retail software tools available which support this
feature, and only one typeface (Adobe Jenson) is available which uses this. This is unfortunate,
as the thesis project would have benefited greatly from the use of an intermediate master in handling some of the more extreme form changes.

11

Complications in Multiple Master font creation
Fewer than thirty Multiple Master typefaces exist in commercial release as of this writing (see
Appendix A). Thus any MM design is in rarefied company. But this project is unique in that noone has created a MM typeface with a form shift of the same magnitude as the transition between serifed roman and true italic. Indeed, only four do anything beyond the standard weight,
width and optical size axes-and two of those four simply go from sans serif to flared serif.
There are several reasons for this lack: the relative newness of the multiple master format;
the extra complications of creating design axes; and the more limited market for multiple master fonts. But the main reason is that creating such a dramatic structural change in a multiple
master font is technically challenging and complex. It is also the author's opinion that extreme
structural change using linear interpolation is also .esthetically problematic, in that it is difficult
to structure a metamorphosis (or "morph") between radically different forms in such a way that
the intermediate stages produce something that is not merely curious, but pleasing to the eye.
This project seeks to address the technical issues of smoothness, consistency, and legibility; although it is hoped that it will also succeed on an resthetic level, that is not part of the goal.
Almost all the complications detailed here are the result of the simple limitations of linear
interpolation. Each point of each master is interpolated in a simple, straight line from one master to the other. As Multiple Master pioneer Tom Rickner puts it, "the thing about linear interpolation is, it's linear." It is perhaps impossible to overemphasize this tautological point, and
direct experimentation is necessary for a designer or font creator to internalize its full implications.

MATCHING BCPS: POINT POSITION AND CREEP

One such technical issue is the need to match up the Bezier control points (BCPs) in the two
master designs in terms of start points, number and position. As we shall see, position is allimportant. For example, if a point is an extreme in one master, it should also be in the other,
unless there is an exceedingly good reason to do otherwise.
Points in PostScript fonts are numbered: there is a first point, and a last point. The starting,
ending and intermediate points must be matched up between the two contours. In figure 5, an
early version of the prototype font exhibits severe problems. First, the points of the "e" are correctly matched, ensuring a smooth transition. But even if the points all match in order and ap-

proximate location, movement of a single point relative to the portion of the glyph representation

e• e• e• e• e• e•
J J } } J J

wwwwww
QQflf}QQ
3 l ) > J 3
Figure 5. :Effects of matched and mismatched point ordering in prototype
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being defined (or in this case, rotation of points by one place) can result in irregularities as the
glyph representation's contour shifts in interpolation, as in the "W." This phenomenon is almost
certainly known by multiple master font producers, but has not previously been explored in detail
in published accounts. The author's term for this phenomenon is "creep." The clearest example
of creep is perhaps in the lower-case "j" of the prototype. Here, it appears that all the points are
perhaps mismatched by one between the two masters: for example, a point on the left side of
the bottom of the straight stem shifts towards the ball terminal of the j, causing a deformation
of the stem; similarly, the serif is squashed and maimed by the rotation of points. More seriously, significant mismatch results in bizarre or incomprehensible interpolations, as in the "Q"
and the "3."
Not only must there be the same number of points, there must be the same number on each
contour: a character such as a "Q" consists of two contours, defining the inside and outside of
the glyph representation. A mismatch in the number on each contour will result in a failure to
even generate the multiple master font from Fontographer.

KINKING

Kinking is a similarly undesired eVect. A linear set of two BCPs and the corresponding on-curve
point form a smooth Bezier curve on a glyph representation outline. But it is possible to take an
on-curve point, and the two associated BCPs, which are collinear, and another collinear trio, but
have interpolations which are non-linear (figs. 6a, 6d). However, this can be avoided. If the line
formed by the BCPs and the on-curve point is at the same angle in both masters, no kinking
will occur (fig. 6b ). Alternately, if the ratio of the distances from each BCP to the on-curve point
is the same in both masters, no kinking will occur, regardless of change in angle (fig. 6c).
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Figure 6. The occurrence and avoidance of"kinking"
problems in linear interpolation

d
SPLAYING & OTHER NON-COLLINEARITY

The problem of two sets of three linear points interpolating to create a non-linear formation, the "kinking" which is documented in the Adobe technical paper, is a special case of a somewhat more general underlying principle, which is that for any number of points that are collinear
in both masters, regardless of whether or not they are physically consecutive, either the angle or
all ratios of the relative distances of the on-curve points and their Bezier control points must be

held constant to maintain linearity during interpolation.
Failure to observe this rule can result in a range of discontinuities in which collinear masters
interpolate to create non-collinear intermediates. The most common form of non-collinearity
encountered in this project was "splaying," in which lines defining either side of a stroke, which
are parallel in both masters, fail to remain so in interpolations. For example, in the prototype
font, an italic"m" and "n"become roman (fig. 7). Note that while the sides of the left-most stems
are parallel in both masters, in the interpolations these stems become splayed.

mmmmmm
Figure 7. Splayed stem in the prototype: an expansion of the "kinking" problem

If one considers all the points along the same line as the top and bottom of the points defining
the right side of the left stem of the glyph representation, and the entire issue as an extension of
the kinking phenomenon, the problem is clear: the points where the arch of the "m" and "n"
intersect the left and center stems shift in height (a change in ratios of distances), while the letterforms become italic (a change in angle). Therefore, the left and center stems kink during the
interpolation.

CHANGES IN SHAPE AND STRUCTURE

,,

Attempting a radical change in shape and structure, as occurs in the prototype when going from
the roman "a" to the italic "a," has potential complications (fig. 8). In this case, the top arch of
the "a" must disappear into the right-hand stem. For many of the intermediate stages, it appears
that this will be successful. However, as the italic looms near, the sides of the receding ball terminal of the "a" cross over each other.
This would seem inescapable: in the final italic "a," the points that formerly made up the terminal are ordered simply from one side to the other. But in the roman master, there is a reversal
of direction as the outline arches out to the terminal and returns to the stem. The point that is
on the outside (left) of the terminal must ultimately end up on the right of the point that is on

"

Figure 8. Problems with linear interpolation on the prototype "a"

the inside of the terminal. It would seem that they must cross-although in fact there are workarounds, as shall be discussed in Chapter 6.
(There is also "creep" occurring in the counter of the prototype "a"-a separate and easily
soluble problem.)
The "a" problem notwithstanding, radical changes of morphology are in fact possible, as demonstrated by the prototype ampersand (fig. 9). Although the resthetics of this process are dubious, this shows the marriage of two seemingly irreconcilable shapes. More moderate changes,
as with the lower-case "f" in the same figure, may result in quirky, but still functional and recognizable, shapes.

Figure 9. Extreme form change in the prototype ampersand and lower-case ''f"

KERNING

A kerning pair is an adjustment to the spacing between a specified pair of glyphs, stored in the
font data (fig.

10).

Most graphics-related software, and some word processors., recognizes and

uses kerning pair data if present in the font. Most commercial-quality fonts have 100-1000 kerning
pairs defined.
Adobe Technical Note 5091 mentions that kerning lists must also be compatible between the
two masters. "If kerning is included in one master design, the identical list of kerning pairs must
be in all other master designs so that the kerning values will be correct for each pair in all interpolated instances."
That is, if a pair of glyphs are kerned in one master, an entry for the same pair must appear
in the kerning table of the other master, even if the value for the pair is zero, for the masters to be
compatible. This is simply a limitation of the ATM/PostScript interpolation routine; it isn't smart
enough to assume a value of zero for an undefined pair in one master, and of course can't interpolate between two values when one is nonexistent. Failure to observe this rule will simply yield

VaVAV L'a
VaVAV L'a
Figure 10. Kerned & unkerned letter combinations

a non-functioning font. Fortunately, Fontographer is "intelligent" enough to create kerning pairs
for null values when needed to make pair lists compatible in Multiple Master generation.

HINTING

The most difficult problem-one that was not fully soluble with currently available tools-was
that of hinting the MM font. To explain why this is a problem, a brief explanation of what hinting is and why it is necessary is in order:

An outline font must be represented by the dots of the output device, whether it's screen
pixels or the dots of a laser, ink-jet or wire-pin printer. The process of converting the outline to a pattern of dots on the grid of the device is called "rasterization."
When there aren't enough dots making up the rasterized glyph representation (such as
at small sizes or low resolutions) , there can be inconsistencies in the representation of certain glyph features, due to rounding based on how the outline happens to sit on the grid.
These inconsistencies can occur between multiple rasterizations of the same glyph representation at different sizes, or between different glyph representations that share what are
supposed to be identical features. Worse yet, some features can disappear entirely (dropouts).
However, PostScript (and TrueType) fonts both have a means of dealing with these
inconsistencies, called "hinting." This consists of additional information encoded in the
font to help create consistency in repetitive glyph features at small sizes, and to preserve the
integrity of glyph representations, both collectively and individually.
-adapted from "Type 1 vs. PostScript: What's the Difference" (version 1.2), by Thomas
Phinney (Lib. 16, DTP Forum: CompuServe, 1995, 1996)

The reason that hinting MM fonts is problematic is that the hints must match precisely between
the master designs. To start with, the automatic hinting in Fontographer™ frequently produces
hints which do not exactly match up, even on very similar master designs. Manual hinting in
Fontographer is highly labor-intensive. But even with manual hinting, certain types of form
change yield problems.

I
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Postscript hints only work in the vertical and horizontal directions, which means
that to hint a slanted stroke in an italic, one
might hint the top and bottom separately.
This approach works well in isolation, but
two hints on an italic stroke cannot be
matched up to a roman form of the same
stroke with a single hint (fig. 11). Fontogra-

I
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pher™ 4.1.3 does not allow overlapping
Figure 11. Hinting a roman and an italic stroke
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hints, so it cannot simply take two separate
hints and overlap them-which is also often necessary even with a stand-alone italic font.
In the future, it is possible that FontLab™ will solve this problem, because it allows overlapping hints. In version 2.5, two hints can even be placed in the exact same spot. However, it appears that the program (sensibly enough) renders this as a single hint when it outputs the
PostScript font, although FontLab treats them as two separate hints.
Thus one is prevented from creating two identical hints on a single roman stem, which split
into a pair of hints on an italic stroke. Perhaps some work-around can be managed in FontLab
3; one possibility might be to offset the two hints by a single F-unit in the roman master, making them technically separate hints managed by the automatic overlap mechanism of the font
editor. This seems to work in testing with FontLab ™ 2.5-but this version does not yet support
multiple master fonts. As FontLab 3 was not yet available at the time of this thesis, putting this
theory into practice remains an exercise for future experimentation.

'"

So, at the time of this writing, although the theory is well-understood, no functional method
exists to create and make a full set of Multiple-Master-compatible hints between such extremely
different forms as the two master fonts of the thesis project. That is to say, in cases where it would
be useful for a single hint to split into two, the fonts are restricted to a single hint in both masters. Within this constraint, however, the master fonts have been hinted as much as possible.

ENDNOTES FOR CHAPTER II

l. For a more detailed and relatively complete discussion of these fundamentals of PostScript
font creation, see: PostScript Type 1 Font Format (Adobe Systems, 1990 ); Fontographer-Type by
design (Moye, 1985, 1-31); FontLab 2.5 User's Guide (SoftUnion Ltd., 1994), 49-52, 122-126, 148152. Note that, unexpectedly, Macromedia's Fontographer 4.1 User's Manual (Altsys, 1993) omits
many key points regarding proper outline construction, and should not be relied on by itself.

2. Apple's TrueType GX font technology has essentially the same capability vis-a-vis design axes.
Indeed, it also has some advantages in being able to use extrapolation as well as interpolation,
potentially requiring fewer master font designs (n+ 1 instead of2n masters for n axes). Tom Rickner has designed an unreleased GX font with some seven axes-a technical as well as practical
impossibility in the Multiple Master format, which would require sixty-four separate master designs for such a font, instead of eight. Unfortunately, the GX font specification has not met with
wide acceptance as of this writing, and may or may not be supported in the next overhaul of the
Macintosh operating system (version 8, code-named "Rhapsody"). At this time, the only page
layout programs with full GX support are the relatively obscure Ready-Set-Go GX 7.0, from Manhattan Graphics, and Uniqorn, from SoftPress.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

The literature on digital type design in general, and multiple master creation in particular, is quite
sparse. The only full book specifically on the artistic and technical issues of digital typeface creation is Stephen Moye's Fontographer: Type by Design. Even for those using digital font tools other
than Fontographer™, this is an essential resource on strategies and issues in digital type design
as a whole. However, it has no significant information specific to multiple master fonts.
Peter Karow's Digital Typefaces: Descriptions and Formats (1994) is essentially a revision of
his well-known 1987 work Digital Formats for Typefaces. Both versions are useful general references, and include the first enunciation of several key principles of optical sizing of letterforms
based on shape. The 1987 book is of little use for format-specific issues, as it is mainly concerned
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with the Ikarus format, and predates the release of the PostScript Type 1 specification and the
introduction of Multiple Master fonts. The later edition adds some coverage of PostScript and
other formats, but has nothing on Multiple Masters.
Karow's other 1994 publication was Font Technology: Description and Tools. Although it has
nothing on Multiple Master fonts per se, it is an excellent resource on a range of typographic
issues, including the type market, font production, digitizing analog originals, scaling and rasterization, letter spacing, optical scaling, type quality, legibility, classification and copyright. It
is a highly recommended resource on the technical aspects of font creation.
A recent addition to digital type design literature is a 50-page section in the 1996 edition of
Michael Harvey's Creative Lettering Today, which offers some advice on multiple masters and
interpolation, as well as much general technique and workflow advice. However, it does not delve
into the particular technical issues this thesis focuses on.

II

The single most valuable published resource on Multiple Master design per se is Adobe technical document 5091, "Designing Multiple Master Typefaces" (81 pages). It covers almost all the
general technical issues of MM font creation, although it avoids the issue of hinting MMs. Several other Adobe technical documents on PostScript font creation and naming conventions offer
useful information, although they are not specific to multiple master fonts.
The issue of multiple master font design problems is also dealt with in detail in the Macromedia

Fontographer™ documentation-although oddly most of that discussion is not in the main User's
Manual, but rather in the accompanying saddle-stitched booklet, "Using Fontographer on Your
Macintosh," which has about twenty pages by Greg Thompson (freelance designer with The Font

,,,
Bureau) on MM design strategies.
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One excellent magazine article that discusses the general PostScript font design workflow and
process, as well as MMs in particular is "Type

@
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Adobe: Carol Twombly and the Type Design

Process," which appeared in the July 1994 issue of the Australian magazine "Design Graphics."
Personal communication in this area is just as important as published works; the digital font
design community is small enough, and the club of multiple master font designers is tiny indeed. For that reason, this project has been extremely fortunate to have the advice of type designer Thomas Rickner of Monotype Typography. Tom has been at the cutting edge of font
development for over a decade, and was part of the teams that produced two of the first Multiple Masters, the two-axis fonts Tekton MM (which now ships with every stand-alone retail package of Adobe Type Manager™) and Graphite MM.
Finally, Brian Sooy, developer of one of the few third-party (non-Adobe) multiple master fonts,
AIVeritas for Alphabets Inc., has also rendered invaluable service. He was good enough to share
(via mutual acquaintance Kaspar Brand) a lengthy e-mail essay discussing bugs and problems
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in creating MMs with Fontographer™ 4, which allowed many difficulties to be avoided in prototype development. Sooy's notes on this subject were later made available as an article at Design OnLine (http://www.dol.com).
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IV.

PROJECT GOALS

The broad goal of the project was to demonstrate that the extreme transition between serifed
roman and true italic is possible within a Multiple Master font. More specifically, because of the
large scope of the project, and the fact that two masters must be created for each glyph, only a
partial character set was completed: the glyphs h-a-m-b-u-r-g-1-e-c-f-o-n-s-t-i-v in both upper
and lower case. These were sufficient to clearly demonstrate the technical challenges, and are a
representative sample of the typeface.
In the process of completing these glyph representations, the aim was to further explore the
technical issues discussed in Chapter II, and explain and illustrate any additional problems discovered in the course of creating the font. These problems were to be solved in the typeface as
Ill

far as possible, by technical means where feasible, and design compromises where not. Where
solutions exist, the solutions and the principles underlying them were to be explained.
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V. METHODOLOGY

The project made use of a variety of computer software and hardware tools to design the font.
The initial master font designs, being adapted from historical models, required that images be
captured, imported into a font-editing program, traced, and cleaned up. Only then could the
process of setting control points and making the master fonts compatible begin.
The general strategy for glyph representation design was first to get acceptable letterforms in
the roman and italic masters separately, and then to tackle individual letters simultaneously in
both master designs, to ensure compatibility between the masters.

Font acquisition and regularization
SCANNING & STORAGE

Acquisition of high-resolution images was accomplished by taking slide pictures of pages from
a 16th-century edition of Livy's History of Rome (found in the Cary Collection, published by the
Giunti family, France, 1554), and then scanning those slides with a Polaroid SprintScan, using
the SprintScan Acquire module in conjunction with Adobe Photoshop 3. The images were then
processed in Photoshop: first rotated to be precisely vertical, then cropped, grey balance adjusted,
and finally saved as both greyscale and one-bit black-and-white

TIFF

files (see examples). Al-

though the grey-scale files were useful for reference to see certain subtleties which might otherwise be lost, the autotracing features of ScanFont and Fontographer only support one-bit black
and white.
In total, there were 38 slides: 17 of the roman characters, 11 of the italic, 2 of small caps, and 8
of corners of pages showing some numbers as well as roman text. Only the romans and italics

were relevant to the thesis, the other slides having been taken for use in future projects.
The one-bit images were typically 175-225K in storage size, but the grey-scale images came
out at four to eight megabytes. This was in the compressed

TIFF

format: had the images been

saved in Photoshop's native file format, they would have been substantially larger. Even so, the
total storage of all the images came out to some

230

megabytes. This, combined with the fact

that even a single grey-scale image would not fit on a floppy disk, made it clear that some other
form of storage was needed. For speed of access, portability, and the ability to fit all related materials on a single cartridge, the author chose the Iomega Jaz drive, essentially a removable-cartridge external hard drive, with one gigabyte

(1000

megabyte) cartridges.

CHOOSING SOFTWARE

The choice of font editing software is a complex issue. Fontographer™ (for Mac or Windows),
currently has better features in the areas of setting kerning and sidebearings, and is currently
the only retail font editing program that supports multiple master fonts. Certain features of Font-
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Figure 12. The model roman: close-ups of a processed slide scan
(grey-scale at left, one-bit b&w at right)

Lab™, such as hint replacement, would have made it better suited to the final production stages
of this project-if version 3.0 had been available, which promises Multiple Master support. Of
more immediate relevance, the author prefers FontLab's interface for glyph representation editing. Therefore both programs were used at different stages, resulting in the author shuttling files
back and forth between his networked Mac and Windows computers with abandon.
Unfortunately, Fontographer 4.1.3 has no batch autotrace functions, and the beta-test version of ScanFont 3 was far too unstable to be useful at the time the work was being done. (Had
ScanFont 3 been usable, it would have cut down the time spent on tracing-related procedures
from 20 hours to one hour.) Therefore, each glyph representation bitmap had to be copied and
pasted individually into Fontographer's template layer.

11
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The next complication was that Adobe Photoshop 3 does not store bitmaps on the systemlevel clipboard properly for copy-and-paste operations to other programs (Photoshop 4 makes
proper use of the clipboard, but was not yet available). Although Photoshop had been used to
scan in the bitmaps, an alternate program had to be used to open the bitmaps for copying purposes. After some experimentation, Fractal Design Painter 3 was settled upon.

TRACING & SCALING THE GLYPH REPRESENTATIONS

Thus the actual process was first capturing and processing the images in Photoshop, then reopening the images in Painter, from whence individual glyph representations were then copied
and pasted into Fontographer. In Fontographer each bitmap glyph representation was pasted
into the background template layer, and then autotraced to create an outline. Unfortunately, there
was a problem.

Fontographer 4.1.3 isn't "smart" enough to maintain any constant scaling factor for pasted
bitmaps, but instead scales each one to the full size of the em-square. Maintaining the correct
relative sizes can only be accomplished by making sure that one makes all of one's selections of
areas to copy a constant height in pixels (in the image-editing program). Even this technique
failed to yield perfect consistency when it came time to get glyph representations from different
scans, since there was variation in the original scale of each slide.
As a result, the author chose to construct a spreadsheet which compiled a large number of
glyph representation height measurements (in pixels) from each slide, and compared them. Slide
one of the Roman italic sets was arbitrarily declared the baselines for those fonts, and each slide's
set of measurements were then scaled to match the baseline. In this fashion the author was able
to ensure that all glyph representations, even those that didn't appear on the baseline slide, were
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at the same scale.
Finally, all the values in pixels were converted to F-units by means of a 3.4 multiplier. This
was a somewhat arbitrary number, but it
gave heights which fit correctly within the
1000-unit em-square. Then the author was

111

able to go into Fontographer and scale each
glyph representation as needed to the desired F-unit size, and make them all both

Figure 13. Glyph representation drawn over multiple
tracings (dotted line is actual glyph representation,
solid lines are guides from autotracing)

consistent and sized for the em-square.
At this point, the author became aware of an inefficiency. The bitmaps had already been autotraced and largely cleaned up. However, in Fontographer rescaling the bitmap background layer
is a separate operation, additional to rescaling the drawing layer; doing all rescaling prior to any
autotracing would have saved time.

INITIAL GLYPH REPRESENTATION & FONT REFINEMENTS

After the initial autotracing in Fontographer on the Macintosh, the font was moved to FontLab for Windows. Although the roman and italic were developed in parallel, the author pursued
refinement of the roman first. In many cases, multiple autotracings of different prints of the same
character were superimposed in the background layer of FontLab, and the actual glyph representation was drawn above them (see figure 13). The individual glyph representations were
cleaned up and refined gradually, over many iterations-the test sheets (Appendix B) show this
process in action, complete with the author's cryptic markup.
In parallel with getting the shapes of the individual glyphs correct, decisions were made about
global font features, such as main stroke widths, angle of stress, thick-thin contrast, general serif
structures, x-height, cap height, descender and ascender heights, overshoot values, and the angle
of the italic. The process of determining these numbers is discussed at greater detail in the ensuing pages, but it should be clear that it was very much an iterative process. These decisions involved multiple cycles of examining the current glyphs, and making aesthetic judgments or
measuring relevant structures and taking averages, and then editing the glyph representations
to better match the newly determined requirements.

.,

Although some of these values are absolute, many are flexible to meet varying optical and
aesthetic needs. For example, a single stem standing essentially on its own, (example: capital "I")
may need to be slightly thicker than one associated with many other strokes (example: capital
"B"). Although much of this relies on judgment and the eye of the designer, some key optical
rules of thumb have been codified (originally by Peter Karow, 1988, p. 171, as cited in Moye, p.

A square or circle appears optically correct when it is 1%± 1% taller than it is wide.
A circle (or rounded glyph representation) appears as tall as a rectangle (flat-topped or bottomed glyph representation) when it has a cap and base overshoot of 1.5%±0.5%.
A triangle appears optically as wide as a rectangle when it is 5%± 1% wider.
A sharp apex (A, V, W) appears to be as high or low as a rectangle only when the apex is
3%± 1% longer than the square side.

HEIGHT COMPATIBILITY

There are numerous broader design considerations in making a relatively dissimilar italic and
roman master compatible. First among these is compatibility in heights: the x-height, ascender
height, cap height and descender depth of the fonts.
With scalable digital masters, the only meaningful measurement of "height" is in reference
to F-units on the em-square. In most fonts, whether metal or digital, the x-height, cap height
and ascender height is similar or identical between the roman and italic forms of the font. But
early italics, including the one chosen as the model for this thesis project, have very different
proportions than early roman fonts. The model italic's tall ascenders go far above the cap height,
there is a relatively low x-height, and swooping low descenders. No simple scaling could change

JI

simply different than those of the model roman.
Table 1 shows the measurements of the early
master fonts, and the proportions of the other
measurements to the cap height. As the table

Roman

Italic

the fact that the proportions of the model italic are

584

cap height

550

x-height

338

0.61

357

0.61

descent

-310

-0.56

-210

-0.36

ascent

640

1. 1 6

568

0 .97

Table 1. Key heights of initial italic and roman
masters

shows, although the x-heights are similar, the
italic's ascenders are about 20% taller, and its descenders almost 50% lower below the baseline.
Why is this a problem? The issue lies in one's ability to mix the two fonts (or any interpolated
ones in-between) on the same line, at the same theoretical point size. As an interpolation
progresses from roman to italic, the ascenders and descenders will lengthen: impressive, but technically trivial, and aesthetically distracting if various forms are to be mixed on the same line.
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This is not the first emergence of this issue; in a different form, it often comes up when designers attempt to marry romans and italics of
Italic

differing height metrics. The usual approach has
been to regularize the italic, as with Monotype
Centaur with its roman based on Jenson and an
italic based onArrighi (see table 2). But in at least

Roman

cap height

663

584

x-height

366

0.61

366

0.63

descent

-279

-0.47

-263

-0.45

ascent

673

1.06

673

1.15

Table 2. Key heights of Monotype Centaur

one famous case the two were left disparate: Jan
Van Krimpen's Romulus roman and Cancellaresca Bastarda italic. 1
The italic of this font required a 25% larger body than the corresponding roman. When these
two fonts are scaled to the same cap-height, then the line spacing ("leading") required to make
the roman match the italic makes the roman look very widely spaced indeed. In digital type this
is purely an aesthetic issue, whereas in Van Krimpen's day it also created more work because the

POINT SO.LE

HM

Figure 14. Jan Van Krimpen's Romulus and Cancellaresca Bastarda

extra leading of the roman had to be done by hand.
The prevailing wisdom is that in pursuit of a beautiful chancery italic, Van Krimpen ignored
key technical requirements for compatibility with the supposedly matching roman face, and thus
the pair were not particularly popular as a result.
The author's decision on handling this conflict was to compromise on the italic master, by
shortening the descenders and ascenders (table 3).
Italic

They are still longer than the roman, but the difference is roughly halved, so as to be less jarring.
The author's intent is to allow the two masters or
any interpolated instances to share a common

Roman

cap height

584

x-height

357

0.61

357

0.61

descent

-275

-0.47

-210

-0.36

ascent

620

1.06

568

0.97

584

Table 3. Key heights of roman and revised italic
masters

leading more easily. The scale of the fonts relative to the em-square is such that, although the
roman master appears a little small at a given point size, default leading (20% more than the
point size is common with most software) should be acceptable.

ROMAN STROKE
WEIGHTS
Adobe Garamond

In constructing the roman master,

% of height

Centaur

the weights of the strokes were ini-

% of height

Zapf Renaissance

tially based closely on those of the

% of height

Adobe Jenson

model, but erring on the slender

% of height

Thesis Roman

side, to produce something slightly
closer to an acceptable weight for a

% of height

Cap Ascende
height r height

Cap
vertical
straight

Cap
vertical
round

LC
vertical
straight

82
12.4

100
15.2

74
10.3

660

715

68
10.8

85
13.5

63
9.3

630

675

91
13.6

98
14.6

81
11.5

669

706

74
11.8

93
14.9

63

626

680

9.3

70
12.0

95
16.3

59
10.4

584

568

Table 4. Stem widths of some roman typefaces

modern text typeface. After the initial set of glyph representations were roughed out, measurements were made (table 5, next page),
and for some common features, stroke weights were standardized so as to produce a more even
"color" when the type is set. The revised stroke weights were intended to fit in the same range,
albeit on the heavy side, as other oldstyle text typefaces. Table 4, above, shows the widths of strokes
for the thesis font and some other oldstyle roman typefaces, both in absolute F-units and as a
percentage of the glyph representation height.

Letter

Diagonal
thick

Diagonal
thin

Crossbar

A

80

53

61
36

B

V-stem
strai2ht

V-stem
round

92

94
112

C

94

E
F
G

99

42

I
L
L

66

103
115

84
95

s
s

31
50

20
58

38

32

36

48

42
36

74
103

24
20
35
42

81
89
94

52
60
68
58

a

b

24
44

e

f

62
65
76

71
75

2

70
71
69
74
70

h
i

i
m
n
0
0

56

29
40
44
28
34
55

53
46
30

64
73

49

45

67

51

42

72

r
s
t
u
V

H-stem
round

70
46

T
V
V

70
79
90
107
76

52
39
28
60
30
20
92

H-stem
round

38
32

72

H
I

M
M
M
N
N
N
0
R
R

H-stem
strai2ht ·

48
76

62
61

41

Table 5. Initial font control value measurements (roman master, in F-units)
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SERIF STRUCTURE

The next area of decision was serif structure. In terms of shaping the roman master, this proved easier than expected. Although a serif structure with sharp corners was considered,
it was rejected. The main reason was that some serifs have to
disappear into stems when going from roman to italic. In
working with the Minion-based prototype, it became apparent that there was no way to avoid some odd kinking, when
sharp corners turn into gentle curves. Since sharp corners on
serifs are not a requirement of an oldstyle roman, the best solution seemed to be to avoid them entirely, using rounded
serifs, more like Goudy Oldstyle than Centaur or Bembo (see
figures 15 and 16).
This explains why the serifs are rounded, but not why they
are thick and stubby. This latter issue was a design decision,
to keep more of the flavor of the model rather than being

•

h1I
h 1I
•
h 11
•

hi I
hi 1
Figure 15. Serif structure comparison: Bembo, Centaur, Goudy
Old Style, Minion, Times

more of a reinterpretation.

ITALIC MAIN STROKE WEIGHTS

The weights (thicknesses) of the main vertical strokes became
an issue when working on the first italic glyphs, which happened to be capitals. What was the correct relationship between the roman and italic stroke weights? Did the

hi 1
Figure 16. Serif structure of
thesis roman

roman-italic relationship differ for up-

Typeface

Case

Roman

Italic

Upper
Lower

89
71

85
65

Upper

68

67

Lower

48

Upper

59
85

Lower

72

62

Thesis

Upper

(after revision)

Lower

68
58

61
48

Bembo

per and lowercase letterforms?
To investigate this further, the author
examined three classic Monotype typefaces based on late fifteenth century
originals, for which the italic and roman

Centaur/Arrighi

Poliphilus /Blado

77

Table 6. Thicknesses of some roman and italic features

original models were by definition distinct typefaces (Table 6). In each digital
typeface, a large number of stroke weights were measured to find averages for the main strokes
in both upper and lower case. Due to rounding errors and variations in the weight of a stroke
even within a given glyph representation, differences of fewer than two units are not significant.
The finding was that the relationship between italic and roman stroke weights was fairly consistent. The italic capital strokes range from the same as (Centaur) to 10% slimmer than (Poliphilus/Blado) their roman counterparts. The roman lowercase strokes were typically 15-20%
thinner than the roman uppercase. Finally, the italic lowercase strokes were typically 10-17% thinner than the roman lowercase (even for Centaur, which had the italic uppercase strokes the same
weight as the roman).
Based on this, the decision was made to follow the model of these previous historical revivals, and make the italic capital strokes 10% thinner than the roman, and the italic lowercase strokes
15% thinner than their roman equivalents. However, prior to this the roman capital strokes would

be slightly thinned, from 72 units to 68, so as to reduce the weight difference between the upper
and lowercase roman glyph representations from 20% to 15%. The effects of this set of
modifications can be seen in Appendix B.

ITALIC ANGLES

The original model for the italic master has
two peculiarities in the angle of the italics.
First, the angle is relatively extreme, and second, the angle differs for the upper case (25°
average versus the lower case 18° average).

Typeface

Case

Anq/e

Upper

11-12°

Lower

11-12°

Upper

11-12°

Lower

11-1 2°

Upper

11-14°

Lower

11-14°

Upper

6-8°

Lower

8-10°

Thesis

Upper

23-29°

(before revision)

Lower

17-20°

Bembo

Centaur/Arrighi

Poliphilus /Blado

Goudy Oldstyle

What would be the appropriate design
compromise? The author chose to make the
angle of the upper case the same 18° average as

Table 7. Italic angles of some typefaces

the lower case. This had the effect of bringing
the two cases into harmony and moving the overall angle a little bit towards a more modern
norm.
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ITALIC CAPITALS STRUCTURE
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At the same time, the question of letterforms for the uppercase was an issue. Besides being
significantly more sloped than the lowercase, half of the capitals of the italic model were also
"swash" capitals. That is, they are more calligraphic letters with extra flourishes, often occupying a larger space than a non-swash equivalent would (see figure 17).
Although one possibility would have been
to simply go with the model italic directly, the

ABCDEFG

model italic has an incomplete uppercase.

2l<J3CVE17(]
Figure 17. Italic versus swash italic capitals in
Adobe Minion

I....A

C EI LYaP J?,

s TV I

Figure 18. Initially traced models for upper-case italics

Further, of the eleven existing capitals, five were distinctly swashed, and six were not (see figure
18). Swash italic capitals are not usually mixed with normal ones, but put in a separate typeface,
since they are not functional in all situations in which one might use normal italic capitals.
Ultimately, the decision was made to keep both the swashed and regular italic capitals, and
to make the additional created capitals some of each. This approach would not make sense in
an actual commercial typeface, but in terms of pushing the limits of multiple master interpolation, it provided a special challenge; swashes had to sprout from stems, and other substantial
structural changes were required in the shift from roman to the almost cursive forms of the swash
italic capitals.
In the prototype (working title "Bravado"), the author took two initially distinct fonts, and
adapted each to be point-compatible with the other.
In the final project (working title "Bravissimo"), a different tactic was used. First the roman
master was mostly finished. Then, in the italic master, the rough version of an italic glyph representation was sent to the background layer, and the corresponding nearly-final roman glyph
representation was pasted into the foreground directly from the roman master. The points of
the just-pasted roman glyph representation would then be moved to needed positions. This made
it much easier to not only ensure that the start point and number of points for each glyph representation were consistent, but also to keep a strong sense of how the points were moving between the two masters, and what effects this might have.

During this process, extra points would be added as required to both masters. The placement
of points turned out to be as critical as expected.

Avoiding Problems in Interpolation
Although the causes of kinking and splaying have been addressed previously, the practical issue
of how to avoid them in practice has not been fully addressed. Additionally, there are certain
more complex irregularities that can occur. The following examples, of the lower-case "e" and
capital "R," should provide ample illustration of the required techniques.

THE LOWER-CASE "E"

In Figure 19, the lower-case e is shown in an initial version (also seen in Appendix B). There
is a serious kink on the inside of the counter (and also poor continuity of the curve past the loop
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in the italic master itself).
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Kink

Figure 19. Problems in interpolation of lower-case "e"

Figure 20. Faulty point placement on the "e" roman and italic masters

Figure 20 illustrates how these interpolation difficulties arose, due to improper point placement of both the on-curve points and their corresponding Bezier control points (BCPs). The
kink in the interpolation of the counter occurs because the ratio (3 to 3a):(3 to 3b) changes
from about 8: 1 in the roman master to 1: 1 in the italic master, and the angle of these same three
points simultaneously shifts some 30°. The combination of shifting angles and shifting BCP distance ratios causes a kink, as explained in Chapter 2.
The problem with the join of the loop to the main curve of the "e" is simply an error in the
italic master. Points 1 and 2 should form a smooth curve or a straight line; instead they have a
sort of jog. This is because the lines 1-la and 2-2a are at the same angle (or even bent backwards away from the loop!), but the two lines are not collinear. Essentially, the italic master is
kinked.

Figure 21. Fixed lower-case "e" sample

Figure 21 shows the later, fixed "e." Note how the bowl is not kinked and the left stroke
progresses smoothly past the crossbar. The methods for the fix are shown in Figure 22. The former
point 3 has been made into two separate points. The new point 3 has a significant angle change,
but the ratio of the BCP distances remains constant. The new point 4 remains fairly constant in
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Figure 22. Corrected point placement on the "e" masters

both angle and ratio of BCP distances.The jog in the italic master has been eliminated by making the lines 1-la and l-2a at different angles.
One alternative would have been to use fewer points rather than more. If the former point 3
(see Figure 20) were simply done away with in both masters, a relatively smooth interpolation
would result. Indeed, this technique is used on the lower curve of the "e." However, this is technically bad form, because point 3 of the roman master in Figure 20 is at an extreme, and to leave
points off at extrema can sometimes cause problems.
Note also that in Figure 22, point 2 is the extreme in the italic, while point 3 is the extreme in
the roman. Given the relative positionings involved, there will be some interpolated instances
close to the roman which have an extreme between points 2 and 3, with no point at the extreme.
Given the initial shapes of the masters, there does not seem to be any way to avoid this.
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THE CAPITAL "R"
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The capital "R" illustrates some more advanced principles of point placement. First, let us
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look at an early draft "R" (Figure 23). There are two main problems: the top left swash is too

"'
skinny as it emerges, and the bottom right swash is too fat.

Figure 23. Interpolation problems with the "R" swashes

These apparently opposing difficulties have the same root cause. First, we will examine the
proximate causes to the bottom right swash problem, then generalize this to a broader principle
suited to dealing with a wide range of interpolation issues.
Figure 24 shows the results of a Fontographer 50% "blend" operation on the italic and roman masters for the "R." This is useful in that it shows the roman, italic, and the 50% blend all
superimposed, revealing the causes of the problem. To reduce clutter, only the on-curve points
are shown, and BCPs are invisible.
The reason the error was so striking becomes apparent, in that point 4 is moving from the
crotch of the R in the roman (4a), to the bottom of the swash in the italic (4c). But even if this
were not the case, there would still be some odd bulging, because in the intermediate point 3 is
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Figure 24. Causes of an "R" interpolation problem

so high up. If the end of the stroke is to be kept thin as it grows a swash, point 3 in the roman
(3a) would need to move towards where point 4 is in the italic (4c).
This brings us back to the key insight: as Tom Rickner says, the thing about linear interpolation is, it's linear. The designer must remember that it isn't the outlines that are being interpolated between, it's the points that control those outlines. For any given outline shape, a near-infinite
number of different point arrangements could create that shape, each yielding different results
in interpolation. After one has already dealt with maintaining angles and ratios, more graceful
interpolations can be had by simply trying to have on-curve points in the same relative positions, or equivalent structural locations, in both masters.
Once this concept is fully grasped and internalized, it becomes much easier to create smooth
interpolations (see Figure 25). The masters for the top swash on the "R''were altered so that points
no longer changed their relative position and distances so much. Point 1 on the outside extremum of the swash in the italic was now mated to the equivalent point on the outside extremum
of the serif in the roman. The relative distance from point 2 (the join of the serif/swash at the
main stem) to the cluster of points between 1 and 2 was maintained, and point 3 at the bottom

2
1/ /

3

Figure 25. Fixing the "R" swash interpolations

of the swash was mapped to a similar spot on the serif.
On the lower right swash, similar techniques are used, in addition to maintaining angles on
two key points (K). Point 4 is newly coordinated between the two masters such that the serif
does not thicken noticeably while transforming into the swash.
The end results of all this can be seen in Figure 26, which shows the rehabilitated "R" and its
swashes. There is still a slight kink above the main stem in the halfway interpolated "R;' the result of a change in direction: in the roman master, the top of the R actually reverses direction,
first curving down, then curving back up towards the serif. Contrariwise, the top of the italic R
is a simple, single curve.

II I
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Figure 26. The rehabilitated "R" (sample)

ENDNOTES FOR CHAPTER V

1. See Jan van Krimpen, On Designing and Devising Type (New York, NY: The Typophiles, 1957),
62-70. See also Allan Haley Typographic Milestones,. 113-114, and Walter Tracy, Letters of Credit
(Boston, MA: David R. Godine, Publisher, 1986), 109- 113, 120.
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VI.

RESULTS

As seen in the type samples here and in the appendices, every letter is clearly recognizable in
every stage of metamorphosis between roman and italic. The metamorphoses are generally as
smooth as possible for the type of transformation in question. The more problematic cases tend
to occur when the italic form of the character is "swashed," such as the capital "M." But even
these transformations are fairly functional, and in many cases very clean.
All this is relative, of course. Even in this age of "grunge" typography, in which illegibility is
itself the message, we are unused to serifs sprouting and disappearing at will from a glyph representation. Seen in isolation, any character from the Bravissimo font when it is just slightly italicized looks ... off balance.

111• ··

Some of the early draft versions (Appendix B) saw a bit too much of a "dancing" effect in the
italic and in interpolated intermediate fonts. These were largely the result of variation in the angles
"

I

of some of the italic glyph representations, despite the best intentions of the designer.
The "dancing" effect was not entirely due to bad italic design, however. Some of it is unavoidable, at least in the interpolations, because of what is happening to the serifs in the metamorphosis. Some serifs simply go away on both sides of a stem, retracting into it, as with the bottom
of the "r." Others are making a transition to a single angled serif, as of a pen leading out of the
letter and into the next, as with the bottom of the "i." During the metamorphosis, these latter
type of serif take on a skewed appearance, as their left side retracts and the right side curls upwards. This is unavoidable (at least without an intermediate master design). But it produces an
odd effect, the aforementioned "dancing;' of formerly identical elements now at different angles.

,,,

Yet even so, taken as a group, whether in a sample line or set in text, glyph representations
from this font clearly belong together, and are recognizable and even quite legible when set in
text. The real test of a typeface's functionality is not how any single glyph representation looks,
but how they look when set as type, as words. By this criterion, the typeface is functional, which
is clearly a key test of the interpolation.

On Swashes
The choice to do some swash capitals was a technical/academic decision rather than an resthetic
one. As a technical feat, it is fairly successful. fr:sthetically, it is somewhat dubious. First, one needs
a full set of swash capitals as well as regular italic capitals, since swash capitals only work well in
certain limited situations. But even so, it is the author's opinion that many of the semi-swashed

'" ,,

intermediates are simply unappealing. Certain glyph features tend to look more unbalanced than
anything else when they only barely break the relevant control lines, whether it is the baseline,
or the x-height. Once they are far beyond the control line, as in the swash italic, it begins to look
more like deliberate design and less like a mistake. If this font were to be actually used, the author would either eliminate the swashes or relegate them to a separate font.

On Widths
Some of the italic glyph representations are rather open and airy for an italic. This comes directly from the model, which has some remarkably wide glyph representations, such as the E
and L. But there are some quite narrow characters as well, such as the A and C, so the widths are
not terribly consistent in the italic, If this font were to see real use, the author would likely narrow some of the over-wide italic glyph representations to create a more consistent design.

lit

On Obliquing the Roman
Many modern fonts essentially oblique the roman capitals to create italic capitals. This practice
can perhaps be seen as a compromise between the very earliest italics, which used upright, roman capitals, and chancery italics, which use almost cursive capitals.
For the thesis italic, some capitals had to be invented: the B, G, H, N, V. In all cases, the author started by obliquing the roman capital. However, the B, G and N all saw significant
modification. Of the invented italic capitals, only the H and V are essentially obliqued roman
capitals. Of the italics based directly on the model, the I, T, E, F, and L undergo only very minor
changes.
Only very minor corrections of point placement are required after using automatic skewing
routines to oblique a letter (see figure 27). The serifs at the newly formed acute angles (e.g. the
1,

top left and bottom right in an italic I)
appear optically too short after
obliquing, and the serifs at new obtuse
angles too long, so their lengths are ad11.

justed slightly.
On a more technical level, the requisite skewing changes the angles of all
BCPs that are not already horizontal
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(figure 27, center). Vertical extrema are
therefore unaltered, but the former
horizontal extrema all need to be corrected to be extrema again.

Figure 27. Mathematical skewing to oblique a glyph
representation (from top: roman, skewed, and corrected)

On Corners and Curves
Despite the general approach of making the roman serifs rounded, so they would better flow
into stems when metamorphosing into italics, there were some cases in which features existing
in both masters were handled as corners on the roman and curves on the italic. This can be seen
in the letters C, G, S, ands. Because the cornered or rounded glyph features in question do exist
in both masters, the transition is only one between curve and corner-that is, it is not combined
with something springing into existence or melting away. The author is undecided on whether
the more restricted use of this effect creates a reasonable transition, but there is no question that
the interpolated intermediates are legible and functional.

Specific Character Comments
This section will only discuss those remaining characters which are of particular technical as well
"I

as resthetic interest; many of the characters work, but require no techniques beyond the basic

I I
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principles discussed elsewhere. Note also that the "e" and "R" have been discussed at length pre-

I

I

I 1
I I

viously, and are therefore omitted here.
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The ".N.' was rather problematic. The italic master is swashed in such a way that it simply cannot function well anywhere but as the first letter in a line. Were this a commercial typeface, this
would have to be an alternate version of the italic "A;' and a separate regular one added that can
fit in a word. The italic letterform is such that the swash descends well below the baseline. This
means that in the interpolated intermediaries, the left leg of the A gradually dips below the baseline. This might tend to put the whole glyph representation "off balance," but in the author's
opinion the shifting of weight to the right leg counterbalances this surprisingly well. There was
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some slight kinking in the right leg near the serifs, up until the last drafts of the font. This was
fixed by altering BCP distance ratios (see figure 27 for a before-and-after look).

Figure 28. ''.A" (top line prior to corrections, lower line after)

There was no italic model for the "B;' so the italic master was initially derived by obliquing
I ,
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the roman. After the solution to the "R" swash was arrived at (p. 42-45), the timid "B" swash seen
in early drafts (Appendix B) was replaced with a fuller swash, like the "R;' on the advice of Tom

I.
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Rickner. The technical issues surrounding this are similar to those of the R, which was previI 11

ously discussed. The early "B" also had a relatively high join of the crossbar to the left stroke on

1• 11
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the italic due to the need to avoid kinking.
The crossbar join height was slightly
modified in revisions, but is still higher than
desired.

BBB
Figure 29. Final "B"
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Figure 30. Final "M"

The M is one of the most unusual letterform transitions. The italic is swashed, and dramatically unlike the roman. The interpolated forms are certainly recognizable, but necessarily ungainly, particularly because of the way the interior serifs disappear into the now-curving main
strokes. Still, the interpolated "M" form sits fairly comfortably in a line of type of the same degree of italicization, and the form is as smooth as possible, so it may be judged a technical suecess, aesthetics aside.

. 'I
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The italic form of the "N" was entirely invented. The author added a swash to the top left,
II

extending from the main diagonal. The italic master exhibits a recurve near the top of the diagonal stroke, just under where the inner serif disappears, which looks rather like a kink. This
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was smoothed in late revisions, and that which remains is a deliberate design choice.

Figure 31. Final "N"

,,
Figure 32. Correcting the "U"
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Although the emergence of the "U" swash was always smooth, in early drafts the intermedi-

••
ate form of the swash was much thicker than either the serif or the swash on the masters (figure
32, top)). This was essentially the same issue previously discussed regarding the "R," and was
fixed by similar means (middle and bottom).

Figure 33. "a" prototype (top) vs. thesis (bottom) metamorphosis

The "a" is one of the great successes of the project-compare the prototype with the final thesis
project font. The transformation manages to still be a clearly identifiable "a" throughout, even
though the upper arch disappears. Design-wise, the secret is the vestigial terminal on the italic,
from whence all the points of the arch spring. Only the slight tweak in the main right stroke was
not in the model italic-and it is this tweak which allows the points to be placed so as to avoid
cross-over in interpolation. There is at least one other theoretical way of avoiding the point cross'I

over that afflicts the prototype. If an intermediate master were available, then the stroke could
straighten more prior to receding, allowing the points to recede into the stroke without crossing each other.

Figure 34. Final ''f"

The "f" is one of the most unusual and interesting transitions. The foot drops below the baseline, and the double-sided serif of the foot becomes a uni-directional lachrymal terminal.

.,

/Esthetics aside, the transition works very smoothly. The primary technical issue was the spacing of the points on the italic master that become the right side of the bottom serif on the roman master.
The letters h-m-n-u are collectively the main failure of the project (figure 35, overleaf) . They
all share the same problem: as discussed on pages 12-13, either heights of points or BCP ratios
must be kept constant when the angle of the collinear points on the inside of the left stroke (right
stroke of the "u") goes from vertical to the 18° italic. Because the BCP ratios are shifting, the author
kept a fixed height of the point distances, meaning that the join of the arch cannot lower as would
be normal for an italic. The design compromise is blatant and .esthetically unappealing.

· 55 ·
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Figure 35. Final h-m-n-u

Figure 36. Final "t"

In the "t," most of the shifts are typical, but the top left of the glyph representation transforms
from a diagonal corner in the roman to a pair of strokes in the italic.
The "v" is remarkably successful. Strokes change direction and their serifs turn into swashes,
and yet the whole thing is not only reasonably smooth but almost elegant. It works so well due
to careful attention and modification of the point placement and spacing of the points on the
italic master that correspond to the serifs of the roman.

Figure 37. Final "v"

VI I.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, the thesis project accomplishes its goal of creating a transition from roman to italic

in a single font. In the process, it clearly establishes that the limits of multiple master technology lie considerably beyond what has been produced in commercial fonts to date. However, approaching these limits requires a significant investment of additional time and technical
understanding. Given the current economic realities of the font marketplace, even if the thesis
project were to achieve visibility through development into a commercial work, it seems unlikely
that there will be many more such fonts in the near future.

Structuring MM Glyph Representations
When creating any multiple master glyph with signficantly different master glyph representations (not just a roman-to-italic), there are a number of axioms which may aid the designer.
1)

Read Adobe Technical Document 5091 on Multiple Master font creation very closely, particularly the section on kinking.

2)

Remember the broader principle, that features which are collinear in both masters can still
interpolate in a non-collinear fashion. This can be solved by keeping either angles or distance ratios constant, as discussed in this thesis. When the shapes of the masters are too
different to allow adherence to this principle, come close if at all possible.

3)

Try to have the same points at the same extrema in both masters. This will ensure that there
are always points at extrema in the interpolated intermediates, and will help hints function
correctly on intermediates.

4)

The broadest principle is to try to generally preserve the relative proportions of distances
between on-curve control points when angles and positions are shifted between the masters. This makes the interpolated shapes smoother, more predictable, and more like the masters.

5)

Making interpolations work correctly often requires adding or subtracting points on the
masters. Sometimes extra points must be added to create a smooth transition. But extra
on-curve points between required extrema points may simply complicate matters-delete
them if they're not required. (The author got in the necessary habit of adding points to solve
the major problems, but in hindsight believes that many minor transitions could be made
more smoothly and easily with fewer points).

Future Directions
USE OF INTERMEDIATE MASTERS

,,

One area of multiple master technology with considerable promise is the use of intermediate
masters, which was dealt with briefly in the thesis. The possibility of adding an intermediate
master in the middle of the design space was added to the multiple master specification primarily to make design easier and more intuitive-especially for those cases where a main or central design was pre-existing or desired. Withot an intermediate master, ensuring that a specific
middle interpolation point will yield an exact pre-defined set of shapes is a gargantuan task (described in detail to the author by Tom Rickner, as done in the production of TektonMM).
However, the intermediate master also yields great possibilities in terms of controlling extreme form change. For example, a transition between roman and italic like that of this thesis
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project could first change form, then become oblique-eliminating many of the kinking and
other non-collinearity problems otherwise encountered.
While intermediate masters have the potential to increase creative possibilities and help avoid
design flaws, designers may need to take extra caution to avoid just the opposite when using this
enhancement. The example of the previous paragraph would be an easier approach to the same
general task as this thesis-but it would yield very different results. Separating the form change
and the obliquing is a design constraint as well as a technical benefit.
Of equal concern is the fact that various sorts of non-collinearity are often quite subtle. Having an intermediate master that has the correct collinearity may reduce such problems enough
that they are not noticed in during the design process, even though they are still present, and
will be quite evident if the font is used at large display sizes. Designers using intermediate masters will need to exert considerable extra vigilance on collinearity issues.

WORK ON SPLAYING AND NON-COLLINEARITY

One issue that was not resolved in the thesis project, except by compromising the form of the
glyphs, was the joining of arches to stems, in letters such as h, n, m. The height of the join is
normally much lower in oldstyle italics than in roman fonts, and this was the case for the model
italic. However, to avoid stem splaying, the thesis italic keeps these joins artificially high.
In the light of newly-acquired experience, the author now believes that it is at least theoretically possible to fix this problem via carefully maintained ratios of distances among key on-curve
points and between each of them and their corresponding Bezier control points. In a quick, rough
test, using this procedure on the inside curve of the left stroke seems to mostly solve the prob-
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lem. Figure 38 shows the initial italic master (top left) and the 50% interpolation with the roman (top right), as well as the test italic master (bottom left), and its 50% interpolation with the
roman (bottom right).
Although this does not yet yield a smooth interpolation, it comes fairly close; it seems clear
that more experimentation in the area of avoiding non-collinearity in interpolation between collinear masters would be valuable. This is an excellent topic for further research.

Breulssimo-ltelic: n[11 OJ

01

Figure 38. Two possible approaches to the "splaying" problem
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APPENDIX A:
AVAILABLE MULTIPLE MASTERS
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The following is a list of all 28 retail multiple master font families the author was able to locate
as of February 1997.
Only two of fonts below have a "style" axis; Penumbra goes from sans serif to flare serif, and
MoveMe MM has dramatic form change, but pays little heed to the smoothness of intermediate
forms, or to making them anything recognizable.
Undistributed-and presumably unfinished-multiple masters have also exhibited other minor style changes, such as going from triangular to slab serifs.

Key:
"1,

WT=Weight, WD=Width, OP=Optical Size, ST=Style

Mlj
\ 11

•11,

MT= Monotype, AI=Alphabets, Inc., FS=FontShop

-1,
11 11

Name

Foundry Year

Designer

Axes

111~

Adobe Jenson MM
(+ italic, swash, exp.)

Adobe

Robert Slimbach
after N . Jenson

WT,WD,OP

•

after Lubalin,
Carnase, Benguiat

WT,WD

~II

ITC Avant Garde Gothic MM Adobe

1996

1992

11 1~

~,.
•1
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Briem Script
(+ small caps, old style figs)

Adobe

1997

Gunnlaugur Briam
after L. degli Arrighi

WT

Caflisch Script MM

Adobe

1993

Robert Slimbach
after Max Caflisch

WT

Conga Brava (+stencil)

Adobe

1996

Michael Harvey

WT

Cronos (+italic, swash, exp.)

Adobe

1996

Robert Slimbach

WT,OP

A*I Egyptian MM

AI

?

Bob Mccamant

WT?

Ex Ponto MM (+alt.)

Adobe

1995

Jovica Veljovic

WT

ITC Garamond MM ( + italic) Adobe

1996

Cheryl Musser
after Tony Stan

WT,WD

· 66·

~1,
~1.

Graphite MM

Adobe

1993

Siegel after Larosa
w/ Berlow & Rickner

WT,WD

Jacoby

NIMX

1993

Calvin Glenn

WT,WD

Jimbo MM

Adobe

1995

Jim Parkinson

WT,WD

Kepler

Adobe

1996

Robert Slimbach

WT,WD,OP

A*I Koch Antiqua

AI

?

Peter Fraterdeus
after Rudolf Koch

WT

MezzMM

Adobe

1994

Michael Harvey

WT

Minion MM
(+ exp., swash & italic)

Adobe

1992

Robert Slimbach

WT,WD,OP

ITC Motter Corpus MM

Adobe

1994

after Othmar Motter

WD

MoveMeMM

FS

Lucas de Groot

ST ("erotical")

Myriad MM

Adobe

Carol Twombly
Robert Slimbach

WT,WD

•i,

,,,•11
,,,

1992

NuevaMM

Adobe

1994

Carol Twombly

WT,WD

Ocean Sans

MT

1993

Ong Chong Wah

WT,WD

Penumbra MM

Adobe

1994

Lance Hidy

WT, ST (flare serif)

A*I Quanta MM

AI

?

Peter Fraterdeus

?

SanvitoMM

Adobe

1993

Robert Slimbach

WT,OP

TektonMM

Adobe

1993

Siegel, after F. Ching

WT,WD

A*I Veritas (+italic)

AI

1995

Brian Sooy

WT

Viva MM

Adobe

'"
' Ii

'II
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111

;11

1993

Carol Twombly

WT,WD

''•
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APP END IX B:

ITERATIONS OF THE FONT
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The following pages show the design of the font in progress, from the first very rough stages
through gradual refinements, as shapes are refined and letters are added. The author's usual color
markup was simplified to allow for reproduction:"+" means that extra weight is needed,"-"
means that less weight is required, and arrows indicate letterforms needing expansion or contraction.
Although this section ends with the final font, more lengthy showings of the final font are
shown separately, in Appendix C.

11,t

11,1
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11,1

HAMBURGEFONSTIV
hamburgefonstiv
..AM" Vl?.ESSTI

hdmburgefonsti"V
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Margrave Femur
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran
..AM'V:RESSTI hdmburgefonsti-v :Renfor ..Amos M'dr-Vin

11

Vnd M'oe Lou Chris

•

II

11

Erin SSue Thomds lotd

HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
..A¾ vl<.ESSTJ ¾ttrvin 1<.enfor .Amos Vntt
httmburgefonsti'V ¾oe Lou Chris Erin SSue Thomtts lottt
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
.A¾VRESSTI ¾"rvin Rmfor .Amos Vn"
l,,tmburgifonsti-v ¾oe Lou Chris Erin SSut Thom,ts lot,t
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Fcmu Rcnfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgcfonstiv Moc Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
..AMVJ?.ESSTJ M1tnin :K.enfar ..Amos Vn1t
h1tm6url!fanm·-v Mot I.Au Chris Erin SSut T/,om,11 lot,t

J_

HAMBURGEFONSTIV
--

hamburgefonstiv

..AM" V'RESSTI
.......

- .;..:, -

~-

~/

.

HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Margrave Femur
- - - , ,_
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran
..AM" vJr,ESSTI hamburgefonsti-v J?.enfor ..Amos M"ar-vin
Vna .Jnoe Lou Chris

Erin SSue Thomas Iota

HAMBUR.GEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
..A¾ VJ?,ESSTJ ¾11,nin J?,enfor ..Amos Vn11,
J,11,mburgefonsti-v Moe Lou Chris Erin SSue Thom11,s lot11,
HAMBUR.GEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
..A..JrCVJ?.ESSTJ M1tnin 7?.mfor ..Amos Vn1t
h1tmburgifonsri'V Mot Lou Chris Erin SSut Thom1ts lot,t
HAMBUR.GEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
..A.MV:l.ESSTJ .M4n>in :l.mfar ..Amos Vn4
h4mburgtfansti'V .Mo, LAu Chris Erin SSut Thomas J,r4

HAMBU~GEFO NsTiv
halWburgriforis ti v
HhAaMmBb UuRrGg
EeFfOoNnSsTtliVv
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Margrave Femur
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran
Brian Una Geoff Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
the quic bron fo ume over a la og.
THE UIC BRON FO UME OVER A LA OG
The Uic Bron Fo ume Over a La Og
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nae Sue Thomas Iota Venus
HAMBURGEFONSTIV Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
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HAMBURGEFONSTIVH Harry Margrave Femur
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the quic bron fo ume over a la og.
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HAMBURGLEFONSTIVHC Harry Margrave Femur
hamburgefonstivc Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Brian
Una Geoff Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus Alice
the quic bron foes ume over a la og.
THE UIC BRON FO UME OVER A LA OG
The Uic Bron Foes ume Over a La Og
HAMBURGEFONSTIVC Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstiv Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
HAMBURGEFONSTIVC Harry Marvin Femu Renfer Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonstivc Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
HAMBURGEFONSTIVC Harry Marvin Femu Renfor Amos Mary Burr Una
hamburgefonsrivc Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus

HAMBURGEFONSTIVC Harry Marvin Femu Rmfor Amos Mary Burt Una
hamburgefonsrivc Moe Geoff Lou Chris Erin Fran Obis Nat Sue Thomas Iota Venus
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APP END IX C:

THE FINAL FONT

The following pages are all showings of various levels of italicization of the final font. Rather
than try to invent some passage which does not use any of the letters which were not designed,
the author chose to simply take existing passages and substitute other letters for the missing ones,
resulting in something of a near-gibberish (apologies to Beatrice Warde, whose wonderful essay
"The Crystal Goblet" was thusly mutilated). In these latter samples, it is hoped that the viewer
will examine the look and feel of the letterforms individually and en masse, rather than reading
the pseudo-text.
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The Cristal Goblet
bi Beatrice U arbe
Imagine that iou have before iou a flagon of uine.
Iou mai choose iour oun favorite vintage for this imaginari
bemonstration, so that it be a beeb shimmering crimson in color. Iou have tuo
goblets before iou. One is of solib golb, urought in the most ecscuisite
batterns. The other is of cristal-clear glass, thin as a bubble, anb as
transbarent. Bour anb bring; anb accorbing to iour choice of goblet, I shall
gnou uhether or not iou are a connoisseur of uine. For if iou have no feelings
about uine one uai or the other, iou uill uant the sensation of bringing the
stuff out of a vessel that mai have cost thousanbs of bounbs; but if iou are a
member of that vanishing tribe, the amateurs of fine vintages, iou uill choose
the cristal, because everithing about it is calculateb to reveal rather than to
hibe the beautiful thing uhich it uas meant to contain.
Bear uith me in this long-uinbeb anb fragrant metabhor; for iou uill finb that almost
all the virtues of the berfect uine-glass have a barallel in tibograbhi. There is the long,
thin stem that obviates fingerbrints on the boul. Uhi. Because no cloub must come
betueen iour eies anb the fieri hearth of the licuuib. Are not the margins on boog bages
similarli meant to obviate the necessiti of fingering the tibe-bages. Again: The glass is
colorless or at the most onli faintli tingeb in the boul, because the connoisseur gubges
uine bartli bi its color anb is imbatient of anithing that alters it. There are a thousanb
mannerisms in tibograbhi that are as imbubent anb arbitrari as butting bort in tumblers
of reb or green glass. Uhen a goblet has a base that loogs too small for securiti, it hoes
not matter hou cleverli it is ueighteb; iou feel nervous lest it shoulb tib over. There are
uais of setting lines of tibe uhich mai uorg uell enough, anb iet geeb the reaber
subconsciousli uorrieb bi the fear of boubling lines, reabing three uorbs as one, anb so
forth.
Brinting bemanbs a humiliti of minb, for the lacg of uhich mani of the fine arts are even nou
flounbering in self-conscious anb maublin ecsberiments. There is nothing simble or bull in achieving
the transbarent bage. Vulgar ostentation is mice as easi as biscibline. Uhen iou realise that ugli
tibograbhi never effaces itself, iou uill be able to cabture beauti as the uise men cabture habbiness bi
aiming at something else. The stunt tibograbher learns the ficgleness of rich men uho hate to reab.
Not for them are long breaths helb over serif anb gem, thei uill not abbreciate iour sblitting of hairsbaces. Nobobi save the other craftsmen uill abbreciate half iour sgill. But iou mai sbenb enbless
iears of habbi ecsberiment in bevising that cristalline goblet uhich is uorthi to holb the vintage of the
human minb.
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The Cristal Goblet
bi Beatrice U arbe
Imagine that iou have before iou a flagon of uine.
Jou mai choose iour oun favorite vintage for this imaginari
bemonstration, so that it be a beeb shimmering crimson in color. Iou have tuo
goblets before iou. One is of solib golb, urought in the most ecscuisite batterns.
The other is of cristal-clear glass, thin as a bubble, anb as transbarent. Bour
anb bring; anb accorbing to four choice of goblet, I shall gnou uhether or not
iou are a connoisseur of uine. For if iou have no feelings about uine one uai or
the other, iou uiII uant the sensation of bringing the stuff out of a vessel that
mai have cost thousanbs of bounbs; but if iou are a member of that vanishing
tribe, the amateurs of fine vintages, iou uiII choose the cristal, because
everithing about it is cakulateb to reveal rather than to hibe the beautiful thing
uhich it uas meant to contain.
Bear uirh me in rhis long-uinbeb anb fragrant merabhor; for iou uill finb rhar almosr all
rhe virtues of rhe berfecr uine-glass have a barallel in ribograbhi. There is rhe long, rhin
srem rhar obviates fingerbrinrs on rhe boul. Uhi. Because no cloub musr come betueen
iour eies anb rhe fieri hearrh of rhe licuuib. Are nor rhe margins on boog bages similarli
meanr ro obviate rhe necessiri of fingering rhe ribe-bages. Again: The glass is colorless or
ar rhe mosr onli fainrli ringeb in rhe boul, because rhe connoisseur gubges uine barrli bi
irs color anb is imbarienr of anirhing rhar alrers ir. There are a rhousanb mannerisms in
ribograbhi rhar are as imbubenr anb arbirrari as burring borr in tumblers of reb or green
glass. Uhen a gobler has a base rhar loogs roo small for securiri, ir hoes nor marrer hou
cleverli ir is ueighreb; iou feel nervous lesr ir shoulb rib over. There are uais of serring
lines of ribe uhich mai uorg uell enough, anb ier geeb rhe reaber subconsciousli uorrieb bi
rhe fear of boubling lines, reabing rhree uorbs as one, anb so forrh.
Brinting bemanbs a humiliri of minb, for the lacg of uhich mani of the fine ans are even nou
f1ounbering in self-conscious anb maublin ecsberiments. There is nothing simble or bull in achieving
the transbarent bage. Vulgar ostentation is tuice as easi as biscibline. Uhen iou realise that ugli
tibograbhi never effaces itself, iou uill be able to cabture beauti as the uise men cabture habbiness bi
aiming at something else. The stunt ribograbher learns the ficgleness of rich men uho hate to reab. Nor
for them are long breaths helb over serif anb gem, thei uill nor abbreciate iour sblitting of hair-sbaces.
Nobobi save the other craftsmen uill abbreciare half iour sgill. Bur iou mai sbenb enbless iears of habbi
ecsberiment in bevising thar crisralline goblet uhich is uorthi to holb rhe vintage of the human minb.
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The Cristal Goblet
bi Beatrice Varbe
Imagine that iou have before iou a flagon of uine.
Jou mai choose iour oun favorite vintage for this imaginari
bemonstration, so that it be a beeb shimmering crimson in color. Jou have tuo
goblets before iou. One is of solib golb, urought in the most ecscuisite batterns.
The other is of cristal-clear glass, thin as a bubble, anb as transbarent. Bour
anb bring; anb accorbing to iour choice of goblet, I shall gnou uhether or not
iou are a connoisseur of uine. For if iou have no feelings about uine one uai or
the other, iou uill uant the sensation of bringing the stuff out of a vessel that
mai have cost thousanbs of bounbs; but if iou are a member of that vanishing
tribe, the amateurs of fine vintages, iou uill choose the cristal, because
everithing about it is calculateb to reveal rather than to hibe the beautiful thing
uhich it uas meant to contain.
Bear uith me in this long-uinbeb anb fragrant metabhor; for iou uill finb that almost all
the virtues of the berfect uine-glass have a barallel in tibograbhi. There is the long, thin
stem that obviates fingerbrints on the boul. Vhi. Because no cloub must come betueen
iour eies anb the fieri hearth of the licuuib. Are not the margins on boog bages similarli
meant to obviate the necessiti of fingering the tibe-bages. Again: The glass is colorless or
at the most onli faintli tingeb in the boul, because the connoisseur gubges uine bartli bi
its color anb is imbatient of anithing that alters it. There are a thousanb mannerisms in
tibograbhi that are as imbubent anb arbitrari as butting bort in tumblers of reb or green
glass. Vhen a goblet has a base that loogs too small for securiti, it boes not matter hou
cleverli it is ueighteb; iou feel nervous lest it shoulb tib over. There are uais of setting
lines of tibe uhich mai uorg uell enough, anb iet geeb the reaber subconsciousli uorrieb bi
the fear of boubling lines, reabing three uorbs as one, anb so forth.
Brinting bemanbs a humiliri of minb, for the lacg of uhich mani of the fine arts are even nou
flounbering in self-conscious anb maublin ecsberiments. There is nothing simble or bull in achieving
the transbarent bage. Vulgar ostentation is tuice as easi as biscibline. Vhen iou realise that ugli
tibograbhi never effaces itself, iou uill be able to cabture beauti as the uise men cabwre habbiness bi
aiming at something else. The stunt tibograbher learns the ficgleness of rich men uho hate to reab. Not

for them are long breaths helb over serif anb gern, thei uill not abbreciate iour sblitting of hair-sbaces.
Nobobi save the other craftsmen uill abbreciate half iour sgill. But iou mai sbenb enbless iears of habbi
ecsberiment in bevising that cristalline goblet uhich is uorthi to holb the vintage of the human minb.
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The Cristd! Goblet
bi 'Bedtrice Vdrbe

Imdgine thdt iou hdve before iou d fldgon of uine.
Jou mdi choose iour oun favorite vintdge for this imdgindri
bemonstrdtion, so thdt it be d beeb shimmering crimson in color. I ou hdve tuo
goblets before iou. One is of solib golb, urought in the most ecscuisite bdtterns.
The other is of cristdl-cledr g!dss, thin dS d bubble, dnb dS trdnsbdrent. Bour
dnb bring; dnb dccorbing to iour choice ofgoblet, I shdll gnou uhether or not
iou dre d connoisseur of uine. For if iou hdve no feelings dbout uine one udi or
the other, iou uill udnt the sensdtion of bringing the stuff out of d vessel thdt
mdi hdve cost thousdnbs of bounbs; but if iou dre d member of thdt Vdnishing
tribe, the dmdteurs offine vintdges, iou uill choose the cristdl, becduse
everithing dbout it is cdlcu!dteb to reVedl rdther thdn to hibe the bedutiful thing
uhich it UdS mednt to contdin.
Bear uith me in this long-uinbeb anb fragrant metabhor; for iou uill finb that almost all
the virtues of the beifect uine-glass have a barallel in tibograbhi. There is the long, thin
stem that obviates fingerbrints on the boul. Vhi. Because no cloub must come betueen
iour eies anb the fieri hearth of the licuuib . .Are not the margins on boog bages similarli
meant to obviate the necessiti offingering the tibe-bages . .Again: The glass is colorless or
at the most onli faintli tingeb in the boul, because the connoisseur gubges uine bartli bi
its color anb is imbatient of anithing that alters it. There are a thousanb mannerisms in
tibograbhi that are as imbubent anb arbitrari as butting bort in tumblers of reb or green
glass. Vhen a goblet has a base that loogs too small for securiti, it boes not matter hou
cleverli it is ueighteb; iou feel nervous lest it shoulb tib over. There are uais of setting
lines of tibe uhich mai uorg uell enough, anb iet geeb the reaber subconsciousli uorrieb bi
the fear of boubling lines, reabing three uorbs as one, anb so forth.
Brinting bem,mbs a humiliti of minb, for the id.cg of uhich mani of the fine arts are even nou
jlounbering in self-conscious anb maublin ecsberiments. There is nothing simble or bull in achieving
the transbarent bage. Vulgar ostentation is tuice as easi as biscibline. Vhen iou realise that ugli
tibograbhi never effaces itself, iou ui/1 be able to cabture beauti as the uise men cabture habbiness bi
aiming at something else. The stunt tibograbher learns the ficgleness of rich men uho hate to reab. Not
for them are long breaths helb over serif anb gern, thei ui/1 not abbreciate iour sblitting of hair-sbaces.
Nobobi save the other craftsmen ui/1 abbreciate half iour sgi/1. But iou mai sbenb enbless iears of habbi
ecsberiment in bevising that cristalline goblet uhich is uorthi to holb the vintage of the human minb.
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The Cristd! Goblet
bi 'Beatrice Varbe
Imagine that iou ha-ve befare iou aflagon ofuine.
Jou mdi choose iour oun fa:-vorite 'Vintdge for this imdgindri
bemonstration, so that it be a beeb shimmering crimson in color. Jou h£ve tuo
goblets before iou. One is of solib golb, urought in the most ecscuisite bdtterns.
The other is of cristal-clear glass, thin as a bubble, anb as transbarent. 'Bour
anb bring; anb accorbing to iour choice ofgoblet, I shall gnou uhether or not
iou are a connoisseur of uine. For if iou have no feelings about uine one uai or
the other, iou uill uant the sensation of bringing the stuff out of a vessel that
mai have cost thousanbs of bounbs; but if iou are a member of that vanishing
tribe, the amateurs offine vintages, iou uill choose the cristal, because
everithing about it is calculateb to reveal rather than to hibe the beautiful
thing uhich it uas meant to contain.
Bear uith me in this long-uinbeb anb .fragrant metabhor;far iou uill finb that almost all
the )lirtues of the beifect uine-glass ha-ve a barallel in tibograbhi. There is the long, thin
stem that ob)liates fingerbrints on the boul. Vhi. Because no cloub must come betueen
iour eies anb the fieri hearth of the licuuib . .Are not the margins on boog bages similarli
meant to ob)liate the necessiti offingering the tibe-bages. .Again: The glass is colorless or
at the most onli faintli tingeb in the boul, because the connoisseur gubges uine bartli bi
its color anb is imbatient ofanithing that alters it. There are a thousanb mannerisms in
tibograbhi that are as imbubent anb arbitrari as butting bort in tumblers of reb or green
glass. Vhen a goblet has a base that loogs too small far securiti, it boes not matter hou
c/e)lerli it is ueighteb; iou feel nenous lest it shoulb tib o)ler. There are uais of setting
lines of tibe uhich mai uorg uell enough, anb iet geeb the reaber subconsciousli uorrieb bi
the fear of boubling lines, reabing three uorbs as one, anb so farth.
13rinting bemttnbs tt humiliti of minb, for the lttcg of uhich mttni of the fine ttrts ttre even nou
jlounbering in self-conscious ttnb mttublin ecsberiments. There is nothing simble or bull in ttchieving
the trttnsbttrent bttge. Vulgttr ostenttttion is tuice tts ettsi tts biscibline. Vhen iou rettlise thttt ugli
tibogrttbhi never effaces itself, iou uill be ttble to cttbture bettuti tts the uise men cttbture httbbiness bi
ttiming ttt something else. The stunt tibogrttbher lettrns the jicgleness of rich men uho httte to rettb. Not
for them ttre long brettths helb over serif ttnb gem, thei uill not ttbbrecittte iour sbliuing ofhttir-sbttces.
Nobobi sd)le the other creftsmen uill ttbbrecittte httlf iour sgill. 'But iou mtti sbenb enbless iettrs ofhttbbi
ecsberiment in be-vising thttt cristttl!ine goblet uhich is uorthi to holb the vintttge of the humttn minb.
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